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RIESZ THEORY WITHOUT AXIOM OF CHOICE

ERICH MARTENSEN

ABSTRACT. In this paper the Riesz theory for compact linear operators in a

normed vector space is considered from the point of view of how far the axiom

of choice is involved. Special attention is drawn to the theorem, by which for

the operator I — A, A being compact, the index vanishes and the nullspace has

a closed algebraic complement. It is shown that this can be proved without

making use of the axiom of choice.

Let X be a normed vector space over the scalar field K of the real or complex

numbers, and A: X —> X be a compact linear operator. Then the following three

theorems of the Riesz theory concerning the linear operator S := I —A are achieved

by methods not using the axiom of choice (and so they were originally obtained by

F. Riesz in 1918 [3]).

THEOREM 1 (FIRST RIESZ THEOREM). The nullspace of the operator S {as

well as the nullspaces of all powers of S) is a finite-dimensional subspace.

Theorem 2 (Second Riesz Theorem). The range of the operator S (as

well as the ranges of all powers of S) is a closed subspace.

Theorem 3 (Third Riesz Theorem). For the operator S, there exists a

uniquely determined nonnegative integer r, called the Riesz number of S, satisfying

the conditions1

(1) {0} = N(S°) c N{Sl) c ■ • • c N{Sr) = N{Sr+l)

(2) X = R(S°) D RiS1) D---D R{Sr) = R{Sr+1)

(3) X = N{Sr)®R{Sr).

For the further Riesz theory, however, essential use is made of the axiom of choice:

So the coincidence of the dimension of the nullspace N(S) with the codimension of

the range R(S) is nowadays proved in a very elegant manner by the index theorem,

while the existence of a closed algebraic complement to N(S) is assured by means of

the dual system formed by the underlying normed vector space and its (topologic)

dual space [2]. In the following we will show that for these two statements the

axiom of choice can be avoided.2 We start with some preparatory lemmas which

will be proved here for completeness though they might be found, in one or another

form, in the literature.
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LEMMA   1.   For subspaces U,V,W satisfying UÇWÇU®Vit holds that
w = u®{vnw).

PROOF. By supposition, the direct sum U © V is defined, so U © (V n W) is

defined from Un{V DW) = (U n V) n W - {0} n W = {0}. Now let w G W.
Then w G U © V, and so we have w = u + v where u G U, v G V. From {/ C W

it follows that u G W, further « = w — u G IV, and therefore v G V fl W. Hence

w = u + veU®(VD W).  On the other hand, U Ç W and V DW Ç W yield
i/©(VrW)ç w.

LEMMA 2. T/ie projection of a normed vector space along a closed subspace into

a finite-dimensional subspace forms a bounded linear operator.

PROOF.3 Let the normed vector space be represented by X = U © V, where U

is a finite-dimensional subspace and V is a closed subspace, respectively. Assume

that the corresponding linear projection operator P: X —* U is not bounded. Then

there must exist a sequence xn — un + vn G X with un G U, vn G V, which satisfies

the inequality

ll"n|| = ll^nll > n\\xn\\ = n||u„ + vn||.

Dividing by ||un|| > 0 and replacing un/||un|| and un/||w„|| by un G U and vn G V,

respectively, it follows that

(4) llUn+Unll <l/n, ||«n|| = l.

As un G U is now a bounded sequence in a finite-dimensional subspace, taking un

as a convergent sequence with a limit element u G U does not restrict our proof.

From (4) we get ||u|| = 1, hence u/0, and U n V = {0} yields u £ V. On the

other hand we obtain from (4)

||-^n -U|| = || ("n -«)- {un +Vn)\\  < \\un - u\\ + 1/n,

so u turns out to be a limit element of the sequence —vn G V. Finally using that

V is closed, we are led to the contradiction that u G V.

LEMMA 3. In a normed vector space, the direct sum of a finite-dimensional

subspace and a closed subspace forms a closed subspace.

PROOF. Let A" be a normed vector space containing a finite-dimensional sub-

space U and a closed subspace V for which the direct sum U © V is defined. As

U © V Ç X itself forms a normed vector space to which Lemma 2 may be applied,

we have a bounded linear projection P: U © V —> U, carried out along V. Now let

xn G U © V be an arbitrarily chosen convergent sequence with limit element ieX.

Then together with xn = un + vn, where un G U, vn G V, it follows that

\\um - Un\\ = \\Pxm - Pxn\\ = ||P(xm - Zn)|| < \\P\\   \\xm ~ Xn\\.

Thus un forms a Cauchy sequence within the finite-dimensional subspace U and

therefore converges to a limit element u G U. Furthermore, the sequence vn =

xn — un £ V is also convergent, and taking into account that V is closed, it has

a limit element v £ V. If we now let n —» oo in xn = un + vn, the assertion is

obtained from x = u + v £ U ©V'.

Simplified version of the proofs contained in [1, pp. 15-16] and [2, pp. 45, 114, 124-125].
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THEOREM 4 (FOURTH RIESZ THEOREM).4 For the range R(S), there exists a

finite-dimensional algebraic complement with the same dimension as the nullspace

N(S); furthermore for the nullspace N(S), there exists a closed algebraic comple-

ment.

PROOF. Only needed for r > 0. As the (finite-dimensional) nullspace N(S) is a

subspace of the (finite-dimensional) subspace N(ST), a finite-dimensional subspace

U0QN{Sr) satisfying

(5) N{Sr) = N{S) © U0

can be obtained. Now with regard to Theorem 2 and (3), if the closed subspace

R(Sr) is directly added to both sides of (5) and Lemma 3 is observed, then the

direct sum Ur>®R(Sr) forms a closed algebraic complement to N(S). Furthermore,

Lemma 2 gives us a bounded linear projection P:X—*N(S).

From r > 0 and (1) it follows that the nullspace N(S) must have a positive di-

mension to. Let ai,..., am be a basis for N(S). Further, let ipl0: N(S) —► K be the

bounded linear functional which to every element of N(S) adjoins its scalar com-

ponent with respect to the basis element a¿ G N(S), i — 1,... ,to. Consequently,

all the to products (compositions)

^:=*4P:X-K,        i = l,...,m,

are also bounded linear functionals. It obviously holds that

m m

(6) Px = Y(<Plo(Px))^ = ö^ito,      x e x,
1=1 s=l

(7) <plak = ipl0(Pak) = ipl0ak=8k,        i,k = 1,... ,m.

From r > 0, (2), (3), and Lemma 1 we get

(8) R{S) = R{Sr) © {N(Sr) n R(S)).

As N(Sr) n R{S) is a subspace of the (finite-dimensional) subspace N(Sr), there

is a finite-dimensional subspace U Ç N(Sr) such that

(9) N(Sr) = {N{Sr)nR{S))®U.

If, with regard to (3) and (8), the subspace R(Sr) is added directly to both sides

of (9), then it follows that

(10) X = R{S) © U.

Thus U turns out to be an algebraic complement to R(S) which because of r > 0

and (2) must have a positive dimension n. Let m,... ,un be a basis for U.

Next we introduce a linear operator S: X —> X by its values

min{m,n}

(11) Sx:=Sx+     Y    {<Pix)uii        x£X.

This notation may be considered as historically not quite justified.
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The operator S differs from S by an additive finite-dimensional linear operator

which because of

min{m,n}

Y (^k
¿=i

min{m,n}

<    Y   I^IIWI<<    Y   ¡l^lllkll^H,     *e*<
¿=i

is bounded and therefore compact. Together with S" = 7-Aweget5 = 7-A with

a compact linear operator A: X —+ X; so the theory as far as it has been developed

above may be applied to S. In order to finish the proof by showing that m — n

we shall, however, only make use of the fact that by Theorem 3, injectivity and

surjectivity of the operator S correspond to each other.

Assume that m < n. Let x £ N(S), so (11) yields

Sx = Sx + Y,{<Plx)ui = 0.

i=l

As the nullelement 0 G X is decomposed here by means of the direct sum (10) and

the basis elements m,..., um £ U are linearly independent, it follows that

XeN(S),       ̂ 1 = 0,       2=1,..., TO,

and further together with (6) that x — Px = 0. So 5 turns out to be injective

and from this to be also surjective. Thus with regard to (11), there must exist an

element xq £ X satisfying

m

Sx0 - Um+i = Sxo + Y('Ptxo)ui - Um+1 = 0.

i=l

Again we have a decomposition of the nullelement 0 G X by means of (10), and so

we get the contradiction that the basis elements ui,..., um, um+i £ U are linearly

dependent.

Assume that to > n. From (7) and (11) we conclude

uk,   k = 1, ...,n,

0,      k = n + l.

n n s

(12) Sak = Sak + Yi'P^k)^ = Y ^ = \
¿=i ¿=i l-

Now let an element x £ X be arbitrarily chosen. Using its decomposition with

regard to (10) and referring to (11) and (12), then for some element xo G X and

some scalars A1,..., An G K we are led to the representation

n n ( n )

x = Sxo + Y ^ = "^o + Y2^ ~ ̂ oK = S I xo + Y(X* ~~ V*a:o)a¿ \ ■
t=l ¿=i I ¿=i J

Hence S is surjective and therefore also injective. Consequently, since the basis

element an+i G N(S) differs from the nullelement, it must be San+i ^ 0. But this

contradicts (12).

REMARK. As can be seen for r > 0 from the foregoing proof and as it trivially

holds for r — 0, the finite-dimensional algebraic complement to 72(5) can be ob-

tained as a subspace of N(Sr), while the closed algebraic complement to N(S) can

be found as the direct sum of a subspace of N(ST) with R(Sr).
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